
The Orbal® system now offers a new lightweight, flat weatherhood that can be 
removed in half the time and at a fraction of the cost of removing the previous-
generation domed weatherhood. If a shaft ever needs to be removed, crane 
rental is not necessary. The flat weatherhood is also less expensive to install 
because it has fewer parts.

Multiple Flat, Lightweight Panels Form Each Weatherhood 

A series of individual flat, lightweight fiberglass panels form each 
weatherhood. Unlike the previous generation domed weatherhood, 
operators can now safely walk on the weatherhood panels. They can
also easily lift each individual section to remove the entire weatherhood.
The fiberglass material is commonly used in pedestrian bridge walkways
and can withstand decades of outdoor use. The panels can be treated
with rock salt to prevent icing in cold, winter environments.

Industry-Leading Safety Features

•       Provides easy access to Orbal
         system components by lifting       
         lightweight, flat fiberglass panel

•       Includes remote grease lines
         for bearing greasing

•       Offers optional automated
         bearing greasing, which is
         replenished at up to six-
         month intervals when gearbox
         oil is changed

•       Allows quick and inexpensive
         aerator removal with standard
         gantry crane (not included)

•       Enables wider access area
         (approximately 3.5 ft.) for
         bearings, couplings and
         island-mounted gearboxes

•       Functions as a walkway
         with strong, non-slip coated
         fiberglass panels

To learn more about the Orbal system, 
visit www.evoqua.com/orbal.
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Operators can walk on the flat weatherhood panels.

This image is a cutaway view of the 
new weatherhood.
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Minimum Mechanical Properties
of Weatherhood Panel
                                ATSM
Properties                        Test Method  Units   Value

Flexural Strength, LW          D790         ksi       24.5

Flexural Strength,  CW         D790         ksi         8.2

Flexural Modulus, LW          D790         ksi        885

Flexural Modulus, CW         D790         ksi        646

   Tensile Strength, LW         D638         ksi         31.1

   Tensile Modulus, LW         D638         ksi     2,486

Short Beam Shear, LW          D2344       ksi        3.19  

As with previous generation Orbal® systems, it is easy to visually inspect the bearings. 
And remote grease lines provide easy maintenance access points. An optional automated 
greasing system, which needs to be replenished every three-to-six months, is also available.

The weatherhood is made from a series of flat, lightweight, fiberglass panels with a non-
slip coating. After the fiberglass panels are removed, the disc aerators can be removed, 
along with their shaft, with standard gantry cranes, which are purchased separately.

Structural Deflection

The flat weatherhood’s rugged 
fiberglass panels can withstand
the rigors of the harshest outdoor 
conditions and decades of freeze-
thaw cycles.  

The panels provide the following 
deflections for a 6' span: 
•       With a concentrated load of
         300 lb./ft., the deflection
         is 0.06" for a 6' span.
•       With a uniform load of 100 lb./ft.,
         the deflection is 0.07" for a 6' span.

This photo illustrates the hollow honeycomb 
pattern that can be seen in a cross-section view 
of each fiberglass panel. The design maximizes 
strength, while minimizing weight. 
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